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Market update and commentary
•
•
•

Weakest quarter for global markets since March 2009.
Portfolio conservatively positioned.
After multi-year migration, portfolio biased towards Asia-Pacific (47% net exposure) and away from US (2% net
exposure).

Whilst PMC’s portfolio value stayed broadly flat during the sharp declines of December, the global index* ended 2018 with its
worst quarter since Q1 2009 – the height of the GFC. The index* returned over 200% in a bullish market environment from 31
March 2009 to 30 September 2018.
The market* has only fallen by 10% or more 6 times since PMC’s inception. Two of these episodes developed into bear markets
-> markets fell 48% over 29 months from 31 October 2000, and 38% over 22 months from 31 May 2007. PMC’s portfolio value
grew 18% in the first case, and fell 13% in the latter.
The other four periods, including the current episode, are compared below:
Period

Duration (months)

Index return *

Portfolio return (pre-tax NTA) ^

31 Jul 1998 – 30 Sep 1998

2

-10%

-9%

28 Feb 2011 – 30 Sep 2011

7

-13%

-13%

31 Jul 2015 – 31 Mar 2016

8

-10%

-9%

30 Sep 2018 – 31 Dec 2018

3

-10%

-8%

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future returns.

While the precise causes of any sell-off are hard to define, key factors that have concerned investors include China’s slowdown,
triggered by financial reform and exacerbated by the impact of trade “war” and rising US rates, coupled with a more general
global tightening. Encouragingly, the Chinese government has recently loosened policy and the market has started to question
how far US rates will rise. Trade talks continue, but with pain now being felt in the US, a resolution seems more likely. If 2018’s
headwinds reverse, this could help sentiment.
Looking forward, remember the market has already absorbed the media’s alarmist headlines. During the first 9 months of 2018,
we reduced PMC’s net exposure considerably, realising profits and adding shorts; we have tentatively added to PMC’s long
exposure since October. Market moves have been relatively sharp already; China and emerging markets peaked as early as
January (as discussed last month) – many stocks are now down 30-50%. Last month’s comments on momentum and market
breadth remain relevant.
Looking at the portfolio - long positions have an average forward PE of 10x (market* = 14x; PMC’s portfolio was on 15x a year
ago). On price to book, the portfolio averages 1.4x, compared with the market at 2.2x. Valuations across PMC’s portfolio are
highly attractive. A reasonable cash balance provides optionality, and short positions should add some protection.
Our goal is to generate capital growth from investing in mispriced equities whilst trying not to lose clients’ money. We believe
that, over a cycle, our strategy will generate better outcomes than the market. If September 2018 turns out to be the top of the
market – the prior peak being May 2007 – then peak to “peak” our cumulative return of 139% (annualised 8.0% p.a.) bested the
market’s 90% (annualised 5.8% p.a.) for cumulative outperformance of 49% (annualised 2.2% p.a.).
Whilst PMC’s ten-year returns are similar to the index, this has been achieved with only a 76% average net exposure during the
strongest ten-year period for global markets since PMC commenced in 1994. Last month’s comments on end point bias remain
appropriate.
Looking at the last quarter, long positions in Europe and North America cost the portfolio a total of 6%, with oil-related exposures
hurting the most. Shares of Transocean, TechnipFMC and Seven Generations fell hard as oil prices plummeted.
The top four contributors over the quarter were short positions which added over 2%, while currency management also added a
little. Among the leading positive long contributors were Indian banks and a Chinese property company (China Overseas Land &
Investment), suggesting the region’s markets may be basing. While Asia and Japan each cost the portfolio 2%, there is around
three times the capital deployed in Asia.
More detail on the macro environment, and on the activity within the portfolio, will be in the Quarterly Report, which will be
available on our website from 21 January 2019.
* “Index”, “the market” and “global market(s)” all refer to the MSCI All Country World Net Index (A$).
Source: Platinum for PMC’s portfolio returns and RIMES Technologies for MSCI index returns. Portfolio returns are calculated after the deduction of fees and
expenses, adjusted for taxes paid and any capital flows, and assume the reinvestment of dividends. Portfolio returns are calculated using PMC’s pre-tax NTA
backing per share, and are not calculated using PMC’s share price.
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